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UNMET LEGAL NEEDS AS HEALTH INJUSTICE
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INTRODUCTION

In 2021, Attorney General Merrick Garland issued a call to action to the legal community.1 The Supreme Court had recently invalidated the nationwide eviction moratorium that was issued by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) in connection with the COVID-19 pandemic,2 and concerns were mounting about an impending tsunami of evictions.3 The Attorney General emphasized that evictions were expected to spike to double the prepandemic levels.4 Six million Americans reported being
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3. See Garland, supra note 1, at 1. The Eviction Lab at Princeton University reports that emergency rental relief assistance and other short-term efforts have helped to prevent many evictions, but as these programs stop taking applications and run out of funding and as other pandemic-related financial assistance and public benefits programs expire, the pace of eviction filings is likely to increase, and many communities are fearful of an imminent eviction crisis. Jacob Haas, Jasmine Rangel, Juan Pablo Garnham & Peter Hepburn, Preliminary Analysis: Eviction Filing Trends After the CDC Moratorium Expiration, EVICTION LAB (Dec. 9, 2021), https://evictionlab.org/updates/research/eviction-filing-trends-after-cdc-moratorium [https://perma.cc/S4KE-W78N].
behind on rental payments, and three million expected to be evicted in the coming months. Noting the critical role of lawyers in helping people understand their rights and receiving legal representation in eviction cases, Garland issued a call to action. He asked legal services attorneys, private attorneys engaging in pro bono work, and law schools across the country to mobilize and engage in eviction prevention and mitigation efforts on behalf of low-income tenants. In support of the Attorney General’s call to action, pledges of support and commitments to mobilize the legal community were made by the President of the American Bar Association (“ABA”), dozens of law school deans across the country, and the Legal Services Corporation.

The eviction crisis unfolding in this country demands such a mobilization of attorneys not only because it is a crisis of justice but also because it is a public health crisis. Matthew Desmond, author of the critically acclaimed book Evicted, recently wrote about the deep connections between eviction and health. Those who are evicted face the prospects of a panoply of poor health and mental health outcomes. In children, evictions have been connected to low birth weight, premature birth, and infant mortality. In adults, evictions have been linked to a number of health complications
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including increased rates of suicide,\(^{13}\) hospitalizations,\(^{14}\) drug use and relapse,\(^{15}\) and all-cause mortality.\(^{16}\) The CDC has identified stable housing as critical to better health outcomes, noting that evictions damage public health.\(^{17}\) During this pandemic, a tsunami of evictions would signify a public health crisis layered on top of an ongoing public health crisis.

The connections between housing security and health are representative of the role of housing as an important social determinant of health (“SDOH”). A growing body of research recognizes that our health is driven less by our biology and the care we receive at the doctor’s office. Instead, as much as 80% of a person’s health is driven by SDOH, which are the social conditions in which we live, eat, work, learn, and age.\(^{18}\)

The COVID-19 pandemic has only sharpened our understanding of housing as a SDOH and the connections between housing stability and health. Local moratoria on evictions decreased cumulative deaths by 11% and moratoria on utility disconnections decreased
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cumulative deaths by 7.4%. A study by the American Journal of Epidemiology found that states that ended their eviction moratoria before the federal moratorium began experienced twice the incidence of COVID-19 and a five-fold increase in mortality compared to states that maintained their moratoria. The study estimates 433,700 excess cases and 10,700 deaths nationally due to state terminations of eviction moratoria. These data underscore that housing security is critical to health.

Both the eviction crisis and the pandemic have not exacted their tolls with equity; Black individuals are more likely to face eviction and have suffered disproportionate outcomes during the pandemic, with higher rates of infection, hospitalization, intensive care unit treatment, and death. Other communities of color, such as indigenous communities, have also suffered disproportionately from the impacts of COVID-19. These connected crises of evictions and the COVID-19 pandemic are therefore not only broad public health crises; they are crises of health inequity.
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The Attorney General’s call to mobilize attorneys to prevent evictions comes amidst attention to the civil justice gap, a phenomenon in which many Americans have unmet civil legal needs, not only in housing but other areas of law.\(^\text{26}\) Research shows that 86% of civil legal problems reported by low- and moderate-income people receive inadequate or no legal help.\(^\text{27}\)

Recent calls for access to justice to address the legal needs of low-income litigants who cannot afford counsel go well beyond Attorney General Garland’s call to action. For example, President Biden recently issued a memorandum reconvening the Department of Justice’s Access-to-Justice Function and reinvigorating the White House Legal Aid Interagency Roundtable to examine the impacts on justice in the civil and criminal legal systems.\(^\text{28}\) These entities came together and reported on “Access to Justice in the Age of COVID,” finding numerous civil legal issues critical and emphasizing the urgency of access to justice efforts to help low-income Americans access legal assistance, resources, and courts.\(^\text{29}\)

The pandemic has exacerbated unmet civil legal needs, but calls for access to justice are not new. In a seminal report in 2006, the American Bar Association recognized that millions of low-income Americans have civil legal issues that go unaddressed, jeopardizing their basic human needs for shelter, sustenance, safety, family stability, and access to health care.\(^\text{30}\) In that report and an accompanying resolution, the ABA went so far as to call for a civil right to counsel when such fundamental needs are at stake.\(^\text{31}\) In recent years, three states and several cities have established a right to counsel for tenants facing eviction, and other legislative efforts have expanded the right to counsel or access to counsel in other
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civil cases that implicate fundamental areas of human need. Like evictions, all of the areas of fundamental human need identified by the ABA affect health and drive racial and socioeconomic health inequities. When rights in these areas go unenforced for Americans marginalized by poverty and race, their health can suffer, compounding health inequities.

A burgeoning framework known as “health justice” seeks to leverage law and policy to eliminate health inequities experienced by communities marginalized and subordinated by virtue of their race, poverty, and other forms of oppression, in pursuit of health equity.


33. Rather than using the term “health disparities,” unless maintaining fidelity to a cited source, this Article instead uses the term “health inequities” to recognize that these differences are a result of the systematic and unjust distribution of critical social conditions per the CDC’s distinction between these two terms. “Differences in the incidence and prevalence of health conditions and health status between groups are commonly referred to as health disparities . . . . Most health disparities affect groups marginalized because of socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender, disability status, geographic location, or some combination of these. People in such groups not only experience worse health but also tend to have less access to the social determinants or conditions . . . that support health . . . . Health disparities are referred to as health inequities when they are the result of the systematic and unjust distribution of these critical conditions.” Laura K. Brennan Ramirez, Elizabeth A. Baker & Marilyn Metzler, Promoting Health Equity: A Resource to Help Communities Address Social Determinants of Health, CTBS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION 1, 6 (2008), https://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dch/programs/healthycommunities-program/tools/pdf/SDOH-workbook.pdf [https://perma.cc/CZR7-9D35].

34. Elizabeth Tobin-Tyler & Joel B. Teitelbaum, Essentials of Health Justice: A Primer ix (2018); Cannon, supra note 18, at 205; Emily A. Benfer & Lindsay F. Wiley, Health Justice Strategies to Combat COVID-19: Protecting Vulnerable Communities During a Pandemic, HEALTH AFFS. (Mar. 19, 2020), https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/forefront.20200319.757883/full [https://perma.cc/5CCP-YYYR]. This Article refers to individuals from “marginalized communities” to encompass communities that have been historically and currently oppressed, with a focus on communities of color and those who are low-income. The term recognizes that individuals and experiences can be marginalized by power structures for more than one reason, and that people of color who are also low-income face a “double burden” associated with health disparities. Edith Chen, Andrew D. Martin & Karen A. Matthews, Understanding Health Disparities: The Role of Race and Socioeconomic Status in Children’s Health, 96 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 702, 702 (2006). While public health literature frequently characterizes people and communities as vulnerable, this Article uses the term “marginalized” to focus on the marginalization and subordination that have facilitated health disparities. See Angela P. Harris & Aysha Pamukcu, The Civil Rights of Health: A New Approach to Challenging Structural Inequality, 67 UCLA L. REV. 758, 773 (2020). (“These population-based health disparities are the result of subordination, not accident, genetics, or individual choice. In the public health literature, the social groups disproportionately burdened by health disparities are often referred to as ‘vulnerable populations.’
equity. Building on public health’s vision of health equity, which is the equal opportunity for all people to achieve health, the term “justice” centers the role of law both as a driver of health inequities and in its potential to promote health equity.

In prior work, I have argued that the health justice and access to justice scholarship and movements are gaining momentum, are deeply connected, and need to be in dialogue to ensure that access to justice efforts advance health equity, which is critical to justice. Building on that work, this Article identifies key areas of law for which unmet legal needs serve as determinants of health and health inequity and envisions a role for lawyers in addressing health injustice through a “clients-to-policy” approach. This Article focuses on fundamental civil legal needs of low-income individuals and argues that they impact health and must be addressed in order to ensure health equity. This is because health equity will remain elusive so long as the fundamental human needs of people subordinated by racism and poverty go unmet. Applying a health lens to fundamental civil legal needs is necessary to show the very high stakes of neglecting those needs, as the health of this nation will suffer and particularly the health of people with low income and people of color. Just as the access to justice movement can benefit from health justice principles, health justice requires the examination and mitigation of unmet legal needs that impact health. Access to justice in fundamental areas of human need must be a core component of the developing health justice framework, as scholars and activists work to build it out. As legal issues in all of the major areas of fundamental need impact health and drive health inequity, there can be no health justice without shelter, sustenance, safety, family stability, and access to health care. And there can be no health justice when the law stands in the way of those fundamental needs being addressed.

To address such needs, the health justice framework needs to go beyond broader explorations of the impact of law and policy and

These groups, however, are vulnerable to poor health and premature death not for biological reasons, but for political and social ones. They have been, as one article puts it, “wounded by social forces placing them at a disadvantage for their health.”
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define the role of lawyers in advancing health justice. What is the responsibility of lawyers to promote health justice? How can lawyers representing individuals from communities impacted by health inequities advance the pursuit of health justice? Lawyers can play a critical role and must be mobilized to provide free and low-cost legal representation to low-income individuals in fundamental areas of law that serve as social determinants of health. Access to justice initiatives involve a range of approaches, such as the provision of information about rights, dispute resolution mechanisms, access to courts, the unbundling of legal services, technology to assist and support litigants, the simplification of court processes for pro se litigants, and the development of non-lawyer roles, such as legal navigators, along with access to counsel, to satisfy the unmet legal demand. This Article focuses in particular on the role and importance of lawyers providing full and direct legal representation for low-income litigants in addressing fundamental human needs and ensuring that people are healthy.

Especially as the health justice framework has emphasized the need for major structural reforms to most powerfully and meaningfully advance health justice, legal representation in individual cases cannot be the only solution and lawyers cannot endeavor towards health justice alone. But the legal profession does have a responsibility for health justice when so many Americans face unmet civil legal needs that harm their health and contribute to socioeconomic and racial health inequities. Engaging with critiques of lawyers as the solution, this Article affirms the importance of direct legal representation to advance health justice and proposes a clients-to-policy approach through which lawyers can use their representation of clients as a platform for structural reforms in pursuit of health equity.

In Part I, this Article examines the health justice framework through which laws are understood as determinants of health equity. In Part II, this Article argues that when unaddressed for low-income individuals, legal needs serve as social determinants of health. Applying the health justice framework, the Article
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examines the major domains of SDOH and identifies areas of law for which unmet legal needs contribute to poor health and health inequity. Specifically, it analyzes how the five major domains of SDOH of the Healthy People 2030 paradigm of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) implicate legal issues in the fundamental area of human need identified as critical for access to counsel by the ABA. This Part explores the exacerbation and urgency of these challenges created by the pandemic and examines racial inequities driven by structural racism that create a compounding burden of health disparities for people who are both low-income and people of color.42 In line with the health justice framework’s exploration of how law can be leveraged to mitigate inequities, Part II concludes by examining how legal representation can address fundamental legal needs that affect health, providing support for access to counsel in these areas.

Finally, in Part III, this Article engages with potential critiques of an emphasis on individual legal representation as a downstream and overly individualistic approach to health justice. This Part addresses these critiques and argues that individual legal representation to enforce extant laws is required for health justice to address the immediate, health-harming legal issues affecting individuals from marginalized communities and improve their health and well-being. However, even though such individual legal advocacy is necessary, it is insufficient. Instead, legal representation should be used as a platform for advocacy in pursuit of structural change through law, policy, and systems reform. This Article proposes a multitiered, integrated clients-to-policy approach for lawyers to facilitate health justice to improve the health of individuals and pursue structural reform to address health equity upstream.

I. USING LAW TO ADVANCE HEALTH EQUITY

Law has the potential to promote health equity. Health justice is a developing framework for leveraging law in that pursuit. Health equity has been defined as all individuals having a
legitimate and equal opportunity to reach their full health potential without disadvantage due to social circumstances. The health justice framework adds to this vision by centering the role of law through the use of the term “justice.” It focuses on the function of law in “persistent political, economic, and social inequities and injustices that affect all the sectors that serve our communities and have a disproportionate impact on the health of marginalized communities.”

Health justice involves “a broad conceptualization of health law as concerned with all of the social determinants of health.” Research shows that SDOH, or the social, economic, and political conditions that affect where and how we live, work, learn, eat, and age account for as much as 80% of a person’s health, “irrespective of whether a person ever sees the inside of a doctor’s office.” SDOH demonstrate that “[o]ur health is not just an individual matter; it is deeply influenced by institutional and structural forces that shape who has access to the opportunities and resources needed to thrive.” Achieving health equity through measuring and addressing SDOH has been the focus of the HHS’s Healthy People initiative for the past forty years. This initiative takes a federal public health approach to providing data and objectives for states and localities to measure their progress toward a common goal of improving the health and well-being of all people. Each
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decade, the initiative analyzes the strides made towards increasing a healthy U.S. population and re-envisioned the goals for the next decade.53 In line with the health justice framework, Healthy People 2030 provides guideposts for progress towards health equity, along with tools, data, and resources for health policy agendas, linking “a constellation of connected priorities to practical guidance on applying multisectoral policies to achieve health equity and enhance social determinants of health.”54

Health justice requires a foundational understanding of the role of law in these SDOH and their impact on health and health inequity.55 For people living in poverty and people of color in this country, health inequities long predated COVID-1956 and have been both exacerbated and spotlighted during the pandemic.57 Low-income people report worse health status than those with higher income.58 Independent of socioeconomic status, people of color experience worse health outcomes. For example, recent pre-pandemic data show that “people of color fared worse compared to their white counterparts across a range of health measures, including infant mortality, pregnancy-related deaths, prevalence of chronic conditions, and overall physical and mental health status.”59 In 2018, life expectancy was four years lower among Black people than white people, with Black men experiencing the lowest life expectancy.60 During the pandemic, indigenous, Black, and Latinx people experienced higher rates of infection, hospitalization, and death.61 These disproportionate outcomes are closely connected to SDOH, reflecting increased exposure risks due to social conditions, such as greater reliance on public transportation and essential worker status, underlying health conditions driven by social determinants that contribute to higher risk of serious illness from
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COVID-19, and barriers to testing and treatment stemming from inequities in healthcare.62

Health justice requires an analysis of the role of law and policy in driving such inequities and shaping the SDOH at their root.63 This includes identification of extant laws that are underenforced, causing harm to the health and well-being of marginalized individuals.64 It also necessitates an analysis of laws, policies, and systems that are in need of structural reform if health equity is to be achieved.65

As part of this identification and evaluation of problems with law and policy, health justice requires naming and examining structural racism as a force behind laws and policies that create and reinforce health inequities.66 For example, redlining, restrictive covenants, and zoning laws driven by structural racism have forced people of color into neighborhoods with substandard housing conditions and environmental hazards that lead to poor health and contribute to health inequity.67 Health justice also recognizes that racism in and of itself is a significant stressor and driver of poor health.68 The framework centers racial justice69 and includes an explicit anti-subordination agenda.70

But health justice is not just about identification, examination, and analysis of these problems; it is, and must be, about action that can promote health equity through law and policy. Health justice demands the enforcement of extant laws to address health-harming legal needs faced by individuals who are marginalized by race,
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poverty, and/or are experiencing other forms of subordination.71 It also requires the pursuit of structural change through law, policy, and systems reform to dismantle structures that drive inequities.72 In line with the health justice framework, Healthy People 2030 goes beyond the health equity notion of access to opportunity for health and well-being and demands action to remove barriers to health, such as discrimination and poverty.73

Importantly, health justice also necessitates the engagement and elevation of power of affected communities in driving the health justice agenda.74 The framework focuses on increasing the power of historically marginalized groups to address both structural and systemic barriers to health75 and highlights the need to elevate the power of these communities to develop and implement solutions.76

With a strong emphasis on the role of law as a social determinant of health, health justice centers both an individual’s lived circumstances and the broader community context and balances the individual and collective interests of community members rather than preferring one set of interests over another.77

II. AREAS OF FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN NEED AS DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH JUSTICE

In the Healthy People 2030 framework, HHS identified five core domains of SDOH around which the nation should take action to address health inequity: economic stability, education access and quality, health care quality and access, neighborhood and built environment, and social and community context.78
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Healthy People 2030 has an explicit emphasis on eliminating health disparities as a result of income gaps, lack of resources, and inequitable distributions of power that affect people’s health outcomes, all of which are factors when people’s legal needs are unaddressed. The health equity envisioned by Healthy People 2030 can be advanced by examining its five core domains of SDOH, and within each, the related unmet legal needs of low-income people, the ways they particularly harm people of color, and opportunities for legal advocacy to address those needs to more equitably facilitate health and justice.

In applying the health justice framework to identify unmet legal needs that must be addressed, it becomes clear that all five of the SDOH domains prioritized by Healthy People 2030 and captured in the graphic above are implicated by the areas of fundamental human need that the ABA has identified as critical for legal representation. A 2006 report from the ABA advocating for a right to civil counsel identified five areas where the most basic human needs are at stake and which involve “interests so fundamental and critical as to require governments to supply lawyers to low
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income persons who otherwise cannot obtain counsel.”81 Access to justice is critical in all areas of civil law but particularly in those areas affecting basic human needs.

The five areas that the ABA identified as basic human needs include “shelter, sustenance, safety, health, and child custody.”82 The ABA primarily refers to these areas of human need as “basic,” and sometimes describes them as “fundamental.” For purposes of this Article, I primarily use the term “fundamental,” to emphasize that these areas are essential, vital, and crucial to well-being and because the term “basic” might be construed by its other meaning, related to needs that are simple or rudimentary. I will refer at times to legal issues in these areas of fundamental human needs in shorthand as “fundamental legal needs.”

In fact, unmet fundamental legal needs in all of the areas identified by the ABA can harm a person’s health. When rights in these areas go unenforced for low-income Americans, their health can suffer, meaning that legal needs in these five areas are actually health-harming legal needs that demonstrate law’s force as a SDOH. Consequently, these legal issues create health inequities for low-income or marginalized Americans and further inequities for people of color who face compounding impacts as a result of both racism and poverty.83 Therefore, these fundamental human needs offer a paradigm within which we can begin to understand the health harms of unaddressed legal issues. There can be no health justice without shelter, sustenance, safety, family stability, and access to health care. This Part maps these areas of fundamental legal need identified by the ABA onto the core domains of SDOH and unpacks them as a means for identifying legal issues that necessitate legal intervention in order to ensure health justice. Lawyers can advance individual health, as well as more collective health equity, through their advocacy.

Viewing these unmet legal needs through the lens of health and health equity is particularly timely and urgent during a pandemic that has disproportionately impacted people of color and those who are lower-income. Against that backdrop, the “basic human needs” paradigm was also adopted by members of Congress in 2020 in proposed legislation that would establish a civil right to counsel. Although not yet acted upon, that proposed legislation seized upon the

81. AM. BAR ASS’N, supra note 30, at 12.
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urgency of the pandemic to try to address the especially harmful impacts of these unmet legal needs during such a significant public health crisis.\footnote{Recognizing the Right to Counsel in Civil Proceedings, H.R. Res. 960, 116th Cong. (2020), https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-resolution/960/text [https://perma.cc/XAK4-DBGU]; AM. BAR ASS’N, supra note 30, at 12–15. Some scholars have critiqued the growing efforts to establish a civil right to counsel, a topic outside the scope of this Article. See generally Benjamin H. Barton, Against Civil Gideon (And for Pro Se Court Reform), 62 FLA. L. REV. 1227 (2010); Russell Engler, Reflections on a Civil Right to Counsel and Drawing Lines: When Does Access to Justice Mean Full Representation by Counsel, and When Might Less Assistance Suffice?, 9 SEATTLE J. FOR SOC. JUST. 97 (2010). However, it can serve as an important vehicle for the mobilization of lawyers to leverage law in pursuit of health justice, especially where there is a power imbalance among the parties, such as eviction cases where low-income tenants are frequently unrepresented and cases in which indigent litigants are asserting their rights vis-a-vis the government, corporations, or other players with more resources or power. The National Coalition for a Civil Right to Counsel has compiled extensive information and resources about this issue and tracks legislation advancing both right to counsel and access to counsel in different areas of civil legal need. See NAT’L COAL. FOR A CIV. RIGHT TO COUNS., http://civilrighttocounsel.org [https://perma.cc/N5PL-YJE5].}

The civil right to counsel movement is gaining momentum across state and local legislatures, particularly for tenants facing eviction,\footnote{Major Developments, NAT’L COAL. FOR A CIV. RIGHT TO COUNS., http://civilrighttocounsel.org/major_developments [https://perma.cc/4HTV-J8YE]. In December 2021, Kansas City became the thirteenth city to adopt a right to counsel in eviction cases, in addition to three states that have adopted similar laws. See Shackelford-Nwanganga, supra note 32.} alongside other access to justice efforts by Congress and the federal executive branch.\footnote{See Cannon, supra note 24, at 540–43.} Whether the impetus is an established guarantee or other efforts to broaden access to counsel for low-income clients, this moment, when so many unmet legal needs are harming health, driving inequity, and have special urgency during this pandemic, demands the mobilization of lawyers to provide access to counsel in these areas and the articulation of a vision for the role of lawyers in advancing health justice.

The ABA paradigm provides a useful approach for applying a health lens to unmet civil legal needs to identify those issues which are so fundamental and harmful to health that they necessitate legal representation for marginalized individuals to improve their health and well-being, whether through an established right or through efforts to increase access. It also provides a vision for the role lawyers can play in addressing those needs to advance health and health equity.

While the eviction crisis in particular presents with special urgency, the call from the highest branches of government and national organizations for the mobilization of lawyers should go...
beyond evictions to extend to advocacy in all five areas of fundamental human need. In a time of unprecedented applications to law schools, the legal profession should be poised to heed this call and expand access to counsel to address these health-harming legal needs and advance health justice.

The discussion below applies the health justice framework to map these areas of fundamental human need onto the core SDOH domains to analyze the role of law in driving poor health and inequities and identify opportunities for lawyers to play a role in addressing health-harming legal issues for low-income individuals.

A. “Neighborhood and Built Environment” and Fundamental Legal Needs Implicating Health Justice

Where and in what environment people live is closely tied to health outcomes and the well-being of residents. Healthy People 2030 includes “neighborhood and built environment” as a core SDOH. The initiative tracks a number of related metrics, such as access to internet, water safety, air pollution and asthma rates, housing costs, the accessibility of homes to people with disabilities, and public transportation use. The focus of these metrics is to create safe and healthy communities where people spend most of their time living, working, learning, and playing. A healthy neighborhood requires that people have safe, consistent places to live. The ABA has similarly identified “shelter” as a fundamental area of human need for which legal issues necessitate access to counsel, defining that category as involving issues related to “a person’s or family’s access to or ability to remain in a dwelling, and the habitability of that dwelling.”

Shelter encompasses numerous legal issues, such as eviction, access to shelter and housing
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assistance, substandard housing conditions, and utility shutoffs, all of which impact health. Legal issues in all of these areas must be addressed for low-income Americans and communities of color who face health inequities in order to ensure the access to healthy neighborhoods and built environments that health justice demands.

In particular, eviction is one of the most well-documented determinants of health. Eviction has been connected to anxiety, depression, bodily injury, asthma, and respiratory infections; even the threat of eviction can worsen health. In displacing families, eviction can lead to homelessness or “downward” moves into overcrowded living environments and poor housing conditions, which are also situations that harm health. Homelessness is linked to shortened life expectancy and a number of health conditions.

Substandard housing conditions such as rodents, pests, mold, and dust, are also associated with a wide range of physical and mental health issues including anxiety, depression, asthma, bodily injury, and respiratory infection. Sitting water, dampness, interior and exterior leaks, pest infestations, old carpeting, exposure to toxic substances, and sporadic deviation of indoor temperature contribute to a range of chronic illnesses. Residents in substandard housing are also far more likely to suffer from lead poisoning.
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and to experience serious injury or death in the event of a fire in their home.\textsuperscript{102}

Utilities are also critical to good health, and lack of access to utilities can manifest as unsafe drinking water, lack of hot water for cleaning, inadequate food storage, ineffective waste disposal, and the presence of disease vectors such as insects and rats.\textsuperscript{103} These features of substandard housing make residents more vulnerable to the transmission and exacerbation of infectious diseases.\textsuperscript{104} Consistent access to utilities, including water, heat, air conditioning, gas, and electricity are critical for preserving food and medication, and for certain medical treatment plans.\textsuperscript{105}

While eviction proceedings, housing insecurity, and substandard housing impact many low-income tenants, tenants of color are harmed by additional inequities. For example, Black tenants receive a disproportionate share of eviction filings and experience the highest rates of eviction judgments.\textsuperscript{106} Substandard housing conditions, including “pest infestation, lead paint, faulty plumbing, and overcrowding disproportionately affect [B]lack families and lead to health problems . . . . Black[] [people] are 1.7 times more likely than the rest of the population to occupy homes with severe physical problems.”\textsuperscript{107} Tenants of color and tenants who are low-income are disproportionately affected by housing insecurity, substandard housing conditions, and the health hazards that accompany them.\textsuperscript{108}

The pandemic has both exacerbated longstanding inequities and created an urgency around health-harming legal needs related to shelter. With federal, state, and local moratoria on residential
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evictions lifting, an estimated thirty to forty million people are at risk of being evicted from their homes due to their inability to make rent.109 Because eviction disproportionately affects people of color, those communities will bear the brunt of the health consequences.110 Data show that higher eviction rates correspond to higher rates of COVID-19 transmission and infection; racial inequities in eviction rates will likely breed further racial inequities in COVID-19 infection and associated health outcomes.111 Moreover, housing insecure tenants are more likely to live in overcrowded living environments112 where maintaining social distancing and good hygiene are more challenging,113 creating higher risk of infection and severe illness.

According to the Legal Services Corporation, at least 29% of households living in a rented home experience a housing-related civil legal problem each year.114 Attorneys can address health-harming legal needs for individuals from marginalized communities in a number of ways. First, lawyers can help tenants avoid eviction and homelessness—and the health consequences that accompany them—by representing them in eviction proceedings.115 Civil legal aid has been shown to reduce evictions and, consequently, to save public money.116 A number of studies indicate that legal representation drastically improves outcomes for tenants in housing cases,117 resulting in fewer evictions, fewer judgements for landlords, more tenant-friendly settlements, more frequent improvements to substandard conditions, and longer overall occupancy for tenants.118 Attorneys can also help clients avoid a
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panoply of collateral consequences of eviction, such as drops in credit score, loss of furniture and belongings, and school transfer and enrollment challenges.

Attorneys can address substandard living conditions through advocacy to enforce tenants’ rights, Fair Housing Act litigation, and housing ordinance enforcement, which can help prevent “building related illnesses” such as asthma, elevated lead levels, injury, infectious disease, and developmental or behavioral issues. People with low income and people of color are more likely to experience fraud and discrimination within the rental housing market. Attorneys can enforce fair housing laws and ensure that their clients are not denied their rights to safe housing and have the ability to find affordable housing. To promote housing security, lawyers can also help people access and maintain housing assistance, such as housing choice vouchers.

Moreover, attorneys can help tenants address utility shut-offs by litigating against utility companies and navigating federal utility-assistance programs like the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program to ensure that tenants have access to clean water, electricity, heat, and gas.
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B. “Economic Stability” and “Education Access and Quality” and Fundamental Legal Needs Implicating Health Justice

“Economic stability” and “education access and quality” are both critical to health and are included as two core and related domains of SDOH in the Healthy People 2030 initiative. Economic stability directly affects a person’s ability to care for their health needs, including those related to healthy food, health care, housing, and education. A child’s educational access and quality in turn impacts his or her access to economic stability because education level directly correlates with safe, high-paying jobs, and because education itself is a well-documented driver of health.

Healthy People 2030 employs a number of metrics for both of these SDOH, such as employment rates, work-related injuries, physical disabilities precluding employment, food access, graduation rates, and literacy and math skill levels. These two SDOH can work together to improve quality of life and the resulting health outcomes as a consequence of their relationship to people’s ability to provide material needs for healthy living.

Both of these SDOH domains are implicated in the ABA’s category of fundamental legal needs related to “sustenance.” Sustenance encompasses legal issues that impact “a person’s or family’s ability to preserve and maintain assets, income, or financial support, whether derived from employment, court-ordered payments based on support obligations, government assistance including monetary payments or ‘in kind’ benefits (e.g. food stamps) or from other sources.” A range of legal needs affect sustenance for low-income individuals, such as those related to employment, consumer law, public benefits, and education law, all of which impact health. Legal issues in all of these areas must be addressed to
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promote the social determinants of economic stability and access and quality education and to eliminate inequities in these areas in furtherance of health justice. This section will explore a few of those legal issues to demonstrate the implications of those areas of legal need for health justice.

1. Employment

Employment status, which is closely connected to economic stability, is a driver of health. One study found overwhelming evidence of the negative health impacts of unemployment, and a related metanalysis examining the relationship between employment status and mental health found that unemployment and job loss are associated with higher rates of psychological distress, depression, anxiety, suicidal ideation, and substance abuse.

Unemployment and its associated poor health outcomes are more likely to affect Black workers, who are twice as likely to be unemployed as white workers. Inequities also exist in the context of pay. For example, on average, Black men earn eighty-seven cents for every dollar earned by a white man doing the same job.
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The pandemic has exacerbated these challenges and created urgency around legal issues related to employment. Unemployment skyrocketed during COVID-19; the Pew Research Center estimates that about 15% of American adults lost their jobs, either permanently or temporarily, due to the pandemic. Communities of color have suffered disparate employment-related harms due to COVID-19. Workers of color were denied membership in unions for a significant period of time, which prevented them from getting equal access to benefits and protections that are critical during a pandemic. Now, many essential workers of color lack basic protections for paid sick leave and, by virtue of their positions, have been forced to continue working during the pandemic.

Attorneys can help employees understand the terms of their employment contracts, obtain unemployment insurance benefits, litigate wage and hour cases, leverage federal and state laws to assert clients’ rights to different forms of leave, and help clients with disabilities obtain workplace accommodations. There is also significant evidence that legal representation improves employee success rates in employment discrimination cases.

2. Consumer Rights

Consumer law issues also affect economic stability as well as long-term health. This area of law includes issues related to debt and creditors, financial scams and exploitation, and bankruptcy. Consumer law impacts individuals’ finances and assets, including
how they manage them and whether they can retain them. Various studies link household financial debt to mental disorders, depression, suicide attempts, substance abuse, long-term illness, and other health conditions. There is also evidence that falling victim to financial exploitation and bankruptcy can harm both physical and mental health.

While the ABA has recognized that unmet legal needs in these areas abound for low-income individuals, people of color are also affected by additional inequities in areas of consumer law, even when controlling for socioeconomic status. For example, Black people are generally much more likely to file for bankruptcy, regardless of income, due in part to the disparate levels of financial vulnerability and instability that Black families experience compared to white families. Furthermore, debt collectors are more likely to enforce consumer debt collection practices against borrowers of color than white borrowers, and communities of color are disproportionately victimized by financial scams and exploitation.

The financial instability that COVID-19 has caused for many has had a significant impact on consumer law issues and created urgency around related legal needs. As the United States emerges from the pandemic, the millions of people who are “newly jobless
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and poor; facing eviction, hungry creditors, and soon-to-be-denied benefits” will necessitate a greater emphasis on legal representation in consumer law issues. And while financial hardship due to the pandemic is well-documented, researchers found that small businesses and non-homeowners are not filing for bankruptcy, even though they need to, because they face financial, physical, and technological barriers to doing so. Many experts anticipate a historic surge in bankruptcy filings in 2022 if the pandemic is under control and social distancing measures are phased out of society, a phenomenon that will likely only exacerbate racial disparities in bankruptcy outcomes.

Attorneys can aid clients in consumer law cases in myriad ways, such as helping them structure loans and navigate regulatory schemes surrounding loan eligibility, identifying and prosecuting exploitative practices, reducing and eliminating unfair debts, and simplifying and improving outcomes in the bankruptcy process. Legal aid is a critical tool for addressing consumer fraud scams and other consumer law issues. The American University School of Public Affairs has found that civil legal aid “helps combat fraud through public education, helping consumers assert their rights when lenders and debt collectors don’t follow the law, and correct the harms caused by scammers.” Attorneys are especially important for low-income individuals at any proceeding in which incarceration could be a consequence of nonpayment of fees or
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fines. Lawyers can protect consumers as a means of ensuring the economic security of individuals\(^{161}\) and preventing and mitigating the health-harming impacts of financial insecurity.

3. Public Benefits

Public benefits legal issues can impact economic stability and implicate health. Public benefits affect beneficiaries’ health both directly and indirectly—by providing access to health care and nutrition, and by improving beneficiaries’ overall financial and social stability. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program ("SNAP"), the largest and most important public benefits program addressing food insecurity, has been empirically proven to improve nutritional and health care outcomes and lower health care costs for enrolled beneficiaries.\(^{162}\)

Racial disparities affect both access to and utilization of public benefits programs like SNAP. For example, significantly more African Americans live below the poverty line in comparison to their share of the general population.\(^{163}\) As a result, African Americans made up more than 30% of SNAP participants in 2016, despite only accounting for 13.4% of the total U.S. population.\(^{164}\)

The COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent increase in poverty rates have increased the prevalence of legal issues surrounding public benefits programs, both for communities of color and the general population.\(^{165}\) Reliance on public benefits programs for
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both minorities and the general population skyrocketed.\textsuperscript{166} By the end of 2021, SNAP enrollment increased in many states; for example, Maryland saw a 27.5\% increase.\textsuperscript{167}

Attorneys can help address malnutrition and income insecurity by alerting potential beneficiaries to their eligibility for SNAP\textsuperscript{168} and protecting their rights by challenging erroneous reductions, denials, and terminations of SNAP and other benefits.\textsuperscript{169} Scholars have called for improved access to attorneys in these circumstances.\textsuperscript{170}

4. Education

   Education law can impact the SDOH domains of education access and quality, as well as economic stability and the fundamental human need for sustenance. Education directly affects income and asset accumulation in the long run, as lifetime earnings are dependent on educational attainment.\textsuperscript{171} As a key social determinant of health, education is a “strong predictor of chronic disease, social and economic instability, incarceration . . . and even life expectancy.”\textsuperscript{172}

   Structural racism has long been pervasive in public and private American education; on average, students of color go to schools with fewer resources, larger class sizes, fewer teachers, less-qualified teachers, and lower-quality curricula.\textsuperscript{173} In 2016, the U.S. Department of Education reported that several minoritized groups
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had lower percentages of high school completion among adults over the age of twenty-five, compared to whites.\footnote{174}{CRISTOBAL DE BREY, LAUREN MUSU, JOEL McFARLAND, SIDNEY WILKENS-FLICKER, MELISSA DILIEBERTI, ANLAN ZHANG, CLAIRE BRANSTETTER & XIAOLEI WANG, U.S. DEPT. OF EDUC., \emph{STATUS AND TRENDS IN THE EDUCATION OF RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUPS 2018}, at 1, 160 (2019), https://nces.ed.gov/pubs2019/2019038.pdf [https://perma.cc/3NZ7-2Q8Z] ("The percentage of adults age 25 and older who had not completed high school was lower in 2016 than 2010 for those who were white (8 and 9 percent, respectively), Black (15 and 18 percent, respectively), Hispanic (33 and 38 percent, respectively), Asian (13 and 14 percent, respectively), American Indian/Alaska Native (17 and 20 percent, respectively), and of two or more races (9 and 12 percent, respectively).")} Research shows that lower educational attainment is associated with health disparities as people age.\footnote{175}{See Yu-Tzu Wu et al., \emph{Education and Wealth Inequalities in Healthy Ageing in Eight Harmonised Cohorts in the ATHLOS Consortium: A Population-Based Study}, 5 LANCET PUB. HEALTH e386, e386 (2020), https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S2468-2667%2820%2930077-3 [https://perma.cc/7EX5-3J89]; see generally Editorial, \emph{Education: A Neglected Social Determinant of Health}, 5 LANCET PUB. HEALTH e361, e361 (2020), https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S2468-2667%2820%2930144-4 [https://perma.cc/NJK6-YKQU] (noting a strong association between healthy aging and higher education and wealth).} Moreover, exclusionary disciplinary practices like expulsion and suspension are disproportionately used against students of color.\footnote{176}{González et al., supra note 172; Thalia González, Alexis Etow & Cesar De La Vega, \emph{Health Equity, School Discipline Reform, and Restorative Justice}, J.L. MED. & ETHICS (SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT) 47, 48 (2019), https://doi.org/10.1177/1073110519857316 [https://perma.cc/9Z79-PTN3].} Students subject to repeated exclusionary punishments are less likely to reach the educational milestones that are associated with improved health, perpetuating disparities in both education and health.\footnote{177}{González et al., supra note 176, at 47–48.}

children—many of whom are children of color—the move to virtual learning kept them from accessing their education and caused them to fall even further behind their white, wealthier classmates. These harms were particularly acute for children with disabilities, many of whom went without needed special education services.

Attorneys can fight school suspensions and expulsions through disciplinary proceedings, secure alternative educational programs for students excluded from school, advocate for appropriate special education services and accommodations to help students with disabilities make academic progress, and protect the rights of students who are homeless under federal law to access their education and have school stability. Legal representation can help to ensure children have access to quality and safe education and mitigate the related impacts on health and health inequity.

C. “Social and Community Context” and Fundamental Legal Needs Implicating Health Justice

Healthy People 2030 specifically emphasizes the role of community connection in providing the social support necessary to live healthy and safe lives in a SDOH domain entitled “social and...
community context.” There are a range of Healthy People 2030 metrics for this SDOH, such as mental health status for family caregivers of family members with disabilities, rates of children with incarcerated parents, foster care enrollment for older children, bullying of transgender children, and mentorship between children and parents or adult figures.

SDOH around social and community context include legal issues related to two areas of fundamental legal need identified by the ABA: safety and child custody. The ABA defines legal issues related to safety as those that impact “a person’s ability to obtain legal remedies affording protection from the threat of serious bodily injury or harm, including proceedings to obtain or enforce protection orders because of alleged actual or threatened violence, and other proceedings to address threats to physical well-being.” The role of safety is critical in the social and community context SDOH domain.

The mitigation of safety challenges and risks and opportunities for protection when safety is threatened are critical to health. When an individual’s safety is compromised, the resulting harms can include severe health-harming injuries or death, other health and mental health impacts, and loss of income and related health implications. Domestic violence and immigration both involve legal issues related to safety that implicate social and community context and are known drivers of health and health inequity.

The ABA also identifies “child custody” as a fundamental human need necessitating counsel in proceedings in which:

(i) the parental rights of a party are at risk of being terminated, whether in a private action or as a result of proceedings initiated or intervened in by the state for the purposes of child protective intervention, (ii) a parent’s right to residential custody of a child or the parent’s visitation rights are at risk of being terminated, severely limited, or subject to a supervision requirement, or (iii) a party seeks sole legal authority to make major decisions affecting the child.
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These types of cases implicate family stability and family preservation, which are necessary for strong social and community context and health.

1. Domestic Violence

Survivors of domestic violence and their children are at extreme risk of physical injury and resulting health effects, as well as psychological trauma, depression, and anxiety. There is also significant evidence that domestic violence affects the health and mental health of children. Prenatal domestic violence reduces average birth weight by 163 grams. Children who live in homes where domestic violence occurs are also far more likely to suffer from a wide range of mental health disorders and experience stress that can adversely affect cognitive functioning and brain development, resulting in behavioral changes, emotional distress, sleep disorders, separation anxiety, and delayed language development.

Cases of domestic violence and their health effects fall disproportionately on low-income people and people of color. Nationally, Black women experience intimate partner violence at a rate 35% higher than that of white females. Other groups of women of color—including Asian Americans, Latinas, and Native Americans—also experience significantly higher rates of intimate partner violence than white women. Inequities are also linked to
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morbidity, as homicides of adult women associated with intimate partner violence are also more prevalent among women of color than they are among white women.\textsuperscript{202} As a result of domestic violence, women of color are also more likely than white women to suffer physical health impacts such as severe injury, disordered eating patterns, unintended pregnancy, sexually-transmitted infection, and HIV infection,\textsuperscript{203} as well as mental health impacts including depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress disorder.\textsuperscript{204}

The COVID-19 pandemic has generated a dramatic spike in domestic disturbances and intimate partner violence.\textsuperscript{205} In addition to straining relationships between family members, COVID-19 has also made domestic violence avoidance, prevention, and intervention far more difficult.\textsuperscript{206} Due to financial strain from the economic recession, survivors of domestic violence may now lack the financial capacity to leave their abusive situations.\textsuperscript{207} Further, there is evidence that social distancing and quarantine orders have prevented survivors from reporting abusers to domestic violence hotlines or the police.\textsuperscript{208}

Attorneys can help survivors of domestic violence by obtaining, renewing, and enforcing protective orders, securing divorces and child custody orders to help parents or children legally and safely remove themselves from abusive situations, and by helping clients develop their own sources of financial stability in order to freely
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The provision of legal assistance is associated with an increased likelihood of these outcomes when clients pursue them. Attorneys can also engage in advocacy to support their clients’ sustenance through employment, public benefits, and consumer law cases that can help survivors become economically self-sufficient.

There is substantial evidence that legal representation significantly reduces reoccurrences of domestic violence by helping people leave abusive situations and obtain child custody and child support. There is even evidence that the mere accessibility of legal services may decrease the likelihood of domestic violence ever occurring. Legal services organizations are statistically more likely to deter domestic violence than most other types of organizations that help survivors, including shelters, hot-lines, and counseling programs.

2. Immigration

Immigration law issues arguably fall under the gambit of the ABA’s category of “safety” because representation in this area can help people obtain legal remedies that offer protection from potential harm or violence. Many immigrants attempting to enter the United States are asylum seekers—those formally requesting entry because they fear violence, persecution, or other harm in their home countries. As of October 2019, more than 476,000 asylum cases were pending with the Department of Homeland Security and the Executive Office of Immigration Review, accounting for 48% of all pending immigration cases. According to that data,
nearly half of all immigration cases in the United States involve petitioners who believe that they will suffer significant bodily injury or harm if they are returned to their home countries. Many immigrants also face deportation and/or detention, both situations which not only constitute threats to their own safety but harm the health and mental health of their families.

Immigration status has been found to exert direct, statistically-significant effects on access to health care and, consequently, health. Studies have found that the further away from citizenship individuals are, the less likely they are to have access to health care or to be insured. Policies that affect immigration status impact the mental health of undocumented immigrants and have been tied to depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress disorder. Studies have shown that restrictive immigration policies that cause a “climate of fear and uncertainty” are associated with increased rates of premature deliveries of newborns, malnutrition, and suicide. Immigrants disproportionately work in jobs that involve greater risk of injury and fatality, such as jobs in construction and agriculture. Children in immigrant families face severely constrained access to health care and are less likely to
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receive medical care for common childhood ailments, including basic physical and dental issues.\textsuperscript{224}

The immigration system is steeped in structural racism.\textsuperscript{225} Restrictive immigration policies exact harsher consequences on communities of color;\textsuperscript{226} for example, “even though about 57% of immigrants are Hispanic, consistently well over 90% of those deported are Latino.”\textsuperscript{227} Similarly, lack of access to health care connected to immigration status disproportionately affects Latinx communities.\textsuperscript{228}

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted immigrants in a number of ways. The United States has implemented a variety of increased restrictions on immigration during the pandemic.\textsuperscript{229} The entry of many types of legal immigrants has been suspended, and removals and expulsions from the country have increased significantly.\textsuperscript{230} Immigrant communities in the United States have higher COVID-19 infection and mortality rates.\textsuperscript{231} Immigrants are also more likely to live in poverty and experience employment instability and therefore may rely on financial assistance programs and community resources that have been negatively impacted by the pandemic.\textsuperscript{232}

Attorneys can represent individuals in a variety of different types of immigration cases and at different stages of proceedings. Generally, legal representation is associated with improved
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outcomes at every stage of a potential immigration proceeding.\textsuperscript{233} Represented immigrants are more likely to seek relief, more likely to receive relief, less likely to be detained or removed, and more likely to have their cases terminated than unrepresented immigrants.\textsuperscript{234} A comprehensive study of statistical trends in asylum proceedings found that asylum-seekers with legal representation were granted asylum 29.3\% more often than those without representation.\textsuperscript{235} Respondents with counsel in appellate proceedings are also much more successful if they are represented.\textsuperscript{236}

3. Family Stability and Preservation

Legal issues related to custody can involve private actions or intervention by state child welfare systems. This section will focus primarily on state action through the child welfare system, which can result in the removal of children from their parents and placement into foster care, an area around which there have been efforts to promote states’ provision of the right to counsel for parents.\textsuperscript{237} Poverty is a leading reason that children end up in foster care, with studies showing that families with “incomes below the poverty line are 22 times more likely to be involved in the child protective system than families with incomes slightly above it.”\textsuperscript{238} Research also shows that the majority of children in foster care could remain safely at home if low-income families received sufficient societal
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support to be able to raise their children at home.\textsuperscript{239} States are required to make reasonable and active efforts to prevent the removal of children from their families through such supports and services,\textsuperscript{240} but states often fail to meet this mandate.\textsuperscript{241}

Removal of children from their families by the child welfare system disrupts a family’s social and community context and causes numerous health harms.\textsuperscript{242} Children in the child welfare system experience separation and attachment disorders, trauma and grief from the act of removal and separation, and separate trauma and abuse within their foster placements, which is sometimes worse than any neglect they may have experienced before.\textsuperscript{243} Children in foster care have worse health and mental health outcomes in the long-term.\textsuperscript{244} Such removal harms parents as well; “evidence of the harms caused by custody loss is strong—including increased maternal drug use, re-traumatization, [and] hopelessness.”\textsuperscript{245}

Women—and especially Black women—are harmed most profoundly by legal needs related to family stability and preservation, including those that involve private disputes and those that involve state action related to custody. Women are far more likely to assume primary custody of minor children, “and with fewer resources to shoulder the costs and responsibilities.”\textsuperscript{246} As a result, their rights are disproportionately affected by child custody
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battles, child welfare actions, and parental rights termination actions.247

The child welfare system disproportionately harms Black families. It has been described as the “family regulation system” designed for social control and marginalization of low-income and Black families.248 Rather than addressing root causes of poverty, it has been characterized by legal scholar Dorothy Roberts as a tool to surveille and forcibly remove children whose families disproportionately are low-income and Black from their homes.249 Black women in particular are highly overrepresented in child welfare proceedings, and they are underrepresented by legal counsel.250

During the COVID-19 pandemic, financial strain, school closures, and lack of childcare have generated increased stress in many homes, and the requirements of virtual employment and virtual learning have created tensions and strained resources.251 “Research shows that large-scale economic crises can lead to financial loss, stress, and general hardship, which are risk factors for child maltreatment.”252 Mandatory reporters such as teachers, child care providers, and health care professionals had much fewer in-person interactions with children and families253 and fewer opportunities to identify and report potential abuse.254 With the return to in-person schooling and out-of-home childcare, reports to child protective services are likely to increase, and there is risk that the financial instability experienced by many families could be conflated with neglect by child welfare systems.255
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The Legal Services Corporation reports that at least 17% of all low-income households experience problems related to family law. Further, 27% of households with parents or guardians of minors have experienced a civil legal problem related to children or child custody in the past year. Those problems include issues stemming from investigations by Child Protective Services and enforcement of custody and visitation arrangements.

Legal representation in child welfare proceedings and custody proceedings between private parties has a profound impact. In child welfare proceedings:

Parents’ attorneys prevent the state from overreaching to unjustly remove children from their homes. In situations where temporary removal may be warranted, advocacy by attorneys can expedite the safe reunification of the family by ensuring the prompt delivery of appropriate services to the family. If the parent simply cannot care for the child properly, a parent’s lawyer can serve the client by arranging for another temporary or permanent legal placement, such as a guardianship or an adoption, that will advance the entire family’s interests.

Legal advocacy—both on behalf of parents and on behalf of children—to address issues that implicate financial stability, such as those related to shelter and sustenance, can help prevent the intervention of the child welfare system and a loss of custody through that system because the system often conflates poverty with neglect. Legislation that has been introduced in the Senate would guarantee legal representation of children and parents in child welfare proceedings, recognizing the important role of attorneys in protecting critical rights of those parties.

Legal representation can also have an important impact in custody disputes between parents or other caregivers that do not involve state intervention. In custody battles in which only one parent was represented by counsel, studies show that the represented parent was far more likely to receive sole custody of the child if
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they pursued it. Other studies have generated similar findings regarding custody issues, including that joint custody agreements and mediation are more likely when one or both parents are represented.

D. “Health Care Access and Quality” and Fundamental Legal Needs Implicating Health Justice

Healthy People 2030 centers “health care access and quality” as a domain of SDOH critical to a healthy, high quality life. Access to health care is affected by one’s ability to obtain insurance coverage and access providers. There are fifty metrics related to health care access tracked by Healthy People 2030. They include, in part, the number of insured Americans, rates of preventative health care visits and screenings, substance abuse treatment, availability of emergency and regular medical care, communication and understanding between patient and provider, access to medical records, prenatal and family planning services, recovery from traumatic brain injuries, and early intervention for infants with sensory issues.

The ABA similarly identified “health” as a fundamental human need, implicating legal issues related to “access to health care for treatment of significant health problems, whether the health care at issue would be financed by government programs (e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, [Veterans Affairs benefits], etc.), financed through private insurance, provided as an employee benefit, or otherwise.” Beyond access to health insurance and necessary
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treatment, this category also should include legal issues related to estate planning, end-of-life care, power of attorney, and advance directives, as well as guardianship, conservatorship, and involuntary institutionalization proceedings that affect a person’s control over health and mental health care.

Access to health care is perhaps the most obvious of all social determinants of health; a wide body of research connects health care and health outcomes. Access to a regular source of health care promotes health outcomes because it facilitates continuity of care and improves utilization of appropriate preventative services and treatment.

It is well-established that health insurance coverage drastically improves access to health care. Medicaid coverage, for example, has long been associated with increased access to health care, improved self-reported health status, higher rates of preventive health screens, lower likelihood of delaying care, decreased hospital and emergency department utilization, and decreased mortality rates among children, infants, and adults. In the wake of the Affordable Care Act’s expansion of Medicaid, disparities between expansion states and nonexpansion states have only underscored the impact of coverage on better health outcomes.

Inequities abound in the United States regarding access to health care and health care utilization. People of color experience limited access to quality health care by way of express interpersonal discrimination, economic disenfranchisement, institutional barriers, and structural racism. Racial disparities exist in access to health insurance coverage, as Black and Latinx people are significantly more likely to be uninsured than their white
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counterparts. There are also significant disparities in service utilization, even among insured people. For example, studies have shown that Black Medicaid beneficiaries enrolled in managed care are significantly less likely to use or have access to inpatient services than white beneficiaries enrolled in managed care. There is also evidence of disparities in regards to involuntary treatment; in New York, for example, research shows that Black individuals are more likely than white individuals to be involuntarily administered outpatient psychiatric care.

There are several devices that facilitate planning related to health care and end-of-life care, such as estate planning, power of attorney, and advance care planning. For example, end-of-life care for patients who are unable to make decisions for themselves can be executed according to an advance care directive. These directives are legally binding and allow the patient to express their wishes for their end-of-life care, should they become incapacitated or otherwise unable to make their own decisions. The existence and execution of these directives is significantly associated with end-of-life quality along a few important vectors, “including dying at home rather than in a hospital and receiving hospice care before death.”
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There are inequities in the use of advance directives and other devices that can help determine end-of-life care. Studies have found that white patients have advance directives 44% of the time, while Black patients have them only 24% of the time, and Hispanic patients have them only 29% of the time. While these disparities are attributable to other factors statistically associated with race, such as internet access, researchers have found that being Black is an independent predictor for advance directive possession, regardless of a patient’s other attributes, which can impact end-of-life care.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, racial disparities in advance directives have become more significant and more impactful. Black Americans have been dying of COVID-19 at disproportionately high rates, and their decreased likelihood of advance directive possession has had a significant impact on the ends of their lives. These issues have prompted calls from some scholars and commentators for physicians to “ensure parity in conversations about end-of-life care and honoring patients’ wishes,” even during the complex and difficult circumstances generated by the pandemic.

Racial discrimination in healthcare is gaining more attention, with growing evidence that providers exhibit racial bias against patients of color that affect their treatment decisions and their opinions of their patients. For example, there is evidence that African Americans seeking testing or treatment for COVID-19 have been turned away by healthcare providers more often than white people, even when the Black patient and the white patient report similar symptoms and risk factors. There have also been
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numerous reports of Black individuals being turned away from free testing sites despite meeting the explicit criteria for testing eligibility.292

Taken together, the issues in this category constitute the single greatest civil legal need facing Americans; the Legal Services Corporation reports that 41% of all households experienced a civil legal need related to health and health care in the past year and that another 9% experienced civil legal problems related to wills and estates.293

Under the purview of health care, there are a “range of claims, remedies sought, and roles for the attorney.”294 For example, attorneys can help people facilitate health care and end-of-life planning, such as helping people draft and execute wills, medical directives, and other legal instruments important for such planning.295 Attorneys can also help people eligible for Medicaid to appeal denials and terminations of coverage, given that individuals are entitled to a hearing to appeal any decision that impacts eligibility to be enrolled in Medicaid or impacts receipt of specific services covered by Medicaid and can be represented by legal counsel in those proceedings.296 While the appeals process “is multi-layered and can be complex to navigate,” relatively few individuals are represented by counsel throughout this process.297 In contrast, state agencies that are already familiar with the appeals process are typically represented by state attorneys or private law firms.298 This indicates an inherent power imbalance in the process, making attorney assistance particularly helpful.

Legal representation can also help people access health care benefits under their health insurance. For example, attorneys can help bring claims that arise over whether a person’s insurance covers a
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particular procedure or treatment. Representation for these types of claims for low-income individuals is crucial because they often lack access to other health care options and often cannot afford to pay for their own counsel. Therefore, successfully resolving these legal disputes may be the only way to guarantee that these individuals ultimately gain access to necessary health care resources and treatments. Attorneys can also assist clients with accessing coverage under Emergency Medicaid, a mechanism that reimburses states that provide emergency medical treatment to uninsured noncitizens who are ineligible for Medicaid, as a vehicle for access to health care.

Moreover, attorneys can assist people in bringing claims of discrimination in health care. For example, the National Health Law Program assists clients with claims of discrimination within the Medicaid program, racial classifications in data collection, and insurance drug pricing practices discouraging people with HIV/AIDS from seeking insurance. Attorneys can also enforce a range of rights related to institutionalization and guardianship, such as prevention of unnecessary guardianship, hospitalization, and institutionalization, ensuring informed consent for treatment, protection from abuse, neglect, and discrimination in hospitalization and institutionalization and other forms of treatment, and obtaining access to necessary medical and mental health treatment.

III. LAWYERING FOR THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE COLLECTIVE THROUGH A CLIENTS-TO-POLICY HEALTH JUSTICE APPROACH

Lawyers must play a role in advancing health justice. But how can lawyers representing clients who face fundamental health-harming legal needs maximize their impact? Lawyers must use a
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multitiered approach to address both individual legal needs that affect health and the structures that drive health inequity.

A range of critiques have been directed at legal services representation of low-income individuals, including the limited impact that attorneys representing individuals can have in attacking the systemic roots of injustice. Despite these arguments, the deployment of lawyers to enforce extant laws that implicate health is necessary to achieve health for individuals from marginalized communities—but it is also an insufficient approach. Health justice requires the mobilization of lawyers both to advocate on behalf of individuals to address health-harming legal needs and to pursue structural change through reform of laws, policies, and systems that impact health equity more collectively. Drawing on the medical-legal partnership model’s “patients-to-policy” approach and the “political lawyering” approach advocated by legal scholar and American Civil Liberties Union President Deborah Archer, I propose that lawyers mobilize for the individual and the collective through a clients-to-policy approach to advance health justice.

A. Limitations of an Individual Legal Representation Model of Lawyering for Health Justice

There are numerous critiques of direct legal services models that reveal the limitations of a model of lawyering for health justice that emphasizes only representation of individuals from marginalized communities to enforce extant laws that implicate health, such as those discussed above. Even with broad mobilization of legal services attorneys, pro bono attorneys, and law schools, like that for which Attorney General Garland called, there is no question that there are insufficient numbers of attorneys to meet the need. Low-income individuals are only able to obtain a lawyer’s assistance for less than one-fifth of their legal problems. One Washington, D.C., study found that as many as 77% of family court plaintiffs, 97% of tenants in housing court, and 98% of petitioners and respondents in civil domestic violence cases lack representation. The Justice Index 2020 report advocated for ten legal aid lawyers
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per 10,000 people below 200% of the poverty line, but twenty-seven states and Puerto Rico had less than one legal aid attorney, and only six states and Washington, D.C., had more than two legal aid attorneys per 10,000 people below 200% of the poverty line. Funding for legal services attorneys is immensely insufficient for the need, and pro bono services from private attorneys are also inadequate to meet the high demand.

Pathways to increase access to justice are outside of the scope of this Article, which is focused on the role lawyers can play in health justice. But there is no question that to achieve health justice, access to justice initiatives, such as the growing body of state and local legislation establishing a right to counsel in eviction and other types of civil cases, must be vastly expanded to fund legal representation for low-income litigants in areas of fundamental human need that implicate health. Regardless of the success of such efforts, the need is so large and the systems undergirding these fundamental areas of human need are so structurally deficient that health justice will require efforts to reduce the necessity for lawyers in the first instance by advancing structural change.

Beyond the lack of capacity of the current legal services workforce, direct legal services lawyering has been criticized for working within and upholding unjust systems. William Quigley has argued:

Plenty of lawyers protect and guide people and institutions engaged in the injustices of our social, economic and political systems, which are steeped in racism, militarism and materialism. . . . If we are going to transform our world, we need lawyers willing to work with others to dismantle and radically restructure our current legally protected systems. . . . Lawyers can be revolutionaries. . . . Revolutionaries are called not just to test the limits of the current legal system or to reform the current law, but also to join in the destruction of unjust structures
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and systems and to tear them up by their roots . . . to replace them
with new systems based on fairness and justice.314

Historically and today, the legal system has helped some people—namely, those who are wealthy, white, and male—more than others.315

The health justice approach similarly emphasizes a more revolutionary approach, including collective and antisubordination action aimed at structural reform.316 The health justice framework recognizes that “prevention strategies that focus on the high-risk individuals (including individual clients) may have a less substantial impact on the health of a large population than do strategies that address more broadly based social forces.”317 While individually focused approaches are necessary to address an individual’s legal needs in the moment, they are inadequate to propel broad systemic change.318

Therefore, in order to achieve health justice, some scholars argue that lawyers should focus their energies on changing systems and institutions through legislation, regulation, and impact litigation to have a long-lasting impact.319 Many health justice scholars have emphasized the need for more structural, upstream change.320 Strategies that include systemic advocacy and invest in communities are a better way to reduce social inequities and improve community health as a whole.321
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Legal advocacy that focuses only on individual client representation will also fail to fix inequities deeply embedded in law and policy and inextricably driven by structural racism. Critics of legal services approaches assert that the legal system upholds “settler colonialism, white supremacy, capitalism” and by only addressing the individual needs of clients, these deeper issues go unaddressed and therefore are perpetuated by limiting the work to direct legal services. There is no question that traditional “access to justice” approaches alone will not inherently resolve the issues of racial inequity that impact the communities that legal services, pro bono, and law student attorneys serve. If focused only on clients and their individual needs, lawyers fail to address such underlying structural issues.

Critics argue that by focusing on the individual cases, lawyers are not meeting client and community needs in the long-term, providing legitimacy to the status quo. For example, assisting individual clients with accessing housing vouchers to which they may have a legally enforceable right does not address the underlying community need for an expansion of affordable housing. Such tensions can also occur in the criminal justice context, where defense lawyers may feel that in order to advocate for their clients, they are operating within and perpetuating harmful systems they would want to see abolished in order to address root inequities. The traditional legal practice that focuses on solving individual legal issues in the vacuum of the legal system through one-on-one, attorney-client relationships may fall short of recognizing and
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addressing issues arising out of systemic barriers and poverty.\textsuperscript{329} The legal services model risks siloing our collective idea of what change is possible to only changes made in the courtroom.\textsuperscript{330} Over-reliance on outcomes in individual legal cases may fail to transform the daily experiences of low-income people and those most impacted by the legal system.\textsuperscript{331}

And without more structural change, individual lawyering has been critiqued for cultivating a system in which low-income individuals must depend on lawyers to solve problems rather than working to resolve the problems that cause low-income individuals to have persisting legal troubles in the first place.\textsuperscript{332} There is concern that traditional models of lawyering can create perpetual clients instead of supporting and elevating the power of communities to resolve the problems that are causing individuals to need legal services.\textsuperscript{333}

In the five areas of fundamental human need identified by the ABA, scholars and advocates have called for a panoply of structural changes that could facilitate health justice and eliminate health disparities through a more systemic, upstream, collectivist approach. In the area of shelter, scholars and activists have called for law and policy reform to facilitate the creation and expansion of affordable housing, housing assistance, housing-first programs, support for homeownership and pathways from tenancy to homeownership, proactive and preventive housing inspection measures, robust eviction diversion programs, an end to utility shutoffs that jeopardize health and safety, and most recently, the provision of more immediate emergency rental assistance and enactment of rent cancellation initiatives to combat the forthcoming wave of pandemic-related evictions.\textsuperscript{334}

To ensure sustenance, reforms have been put forth to promote quality and equitable education, a true living wage, universal basic
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income, workforce development, access to adequate, healthy, and fresh foods, and robust consumer protections.\(^{335}\)

Under the umbrella of safety, scholars and advocates argue that law and policy reforms should be premised on a recognition of domestic and sexual violence as social determinants of health\(^{336}\) and as deeply connected to gender and racial equality, education, employment, economic wellbeing, and social supports.\(^{337}\) Health justice advocates have called for reforms to a range of immigration policies that address SDOH, such as pathways to employment and citizenship and expansion of access to health care for immigrants.\(^{338}\)

To advance health justice through family stability, scholars have called for law and policy reforms to child protective, investigative, and judicial proceedings to emphasize the value of family preservation,\(^{339}\) the abolition of the child welfare system entirely,\(^{340}\) and the establishment of a system of family-based support entirely separate from the child welfare system modeled after those that have been tested at the local level, which would offer “strengths-based care, case management, peer support, parenting resources, linkage to effective substance use treatment when needed, and concrete social service navigation.”\(^{341}\)

To ensure access to health care, scholars and advocates have called for a panoply of law and policy reforms, such as those that would promote universal healthcare coverage, engage historically marginalized communities in systemic solutions, address language
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and cultural differences and medical discrimination in health care, and increase access to health care facilities.342

If lawyers are to ultimately have a profound impact on health justice, they will need to leverage law and policy not only to address the health-harming legal needs of individuals as they arise through direct legal representation, but through more collectivist, upstream, systemic law and policy reform efforts in pursuit of these types of structural changes.

B. Lawyer for Health Justice Through a Multitiered Strategy: Improving Individual Health and Pursuing Structural Change Through a Clients-to-Policy Approach

While critiques of direct service lawyering have framed individual legal representation and broader activism for social change as in tension, both are critical, and the former can serve as a gateway for the latter. The two need not operate as mutually exclusive; health justice in fact demands of lawyers a multitiered, integrated approach.

Lawyering on behalf of individual clients that improves their health and well-being can serve as a portal to advancing broader structural change. In other words, as lawyers engage in direct legal representation of low-income individuals to enforce extant laws to improve their health and well-being, they can use such legal representation as a gateway to structural reform in furtherance of health equity. This section discusses the value of individual legal representation to address health-harming legal needs and proposes a “clients-to-policy” approach through which lawyers can pursue more collectivist, upstream, and structural changes in law and policy in order to facilitate health justice.

To demonstrate this multitiered approach, it is useful to examine the story of a family impacted by health-harming legal needs. A four-year-old girl named Mia343 went to the doctor’s office in Washington, D.C. for a check-up. This visit to the pediatrician led
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343. This story is based on a client family of the Georgetown University Health Justice Alliance Law Clinic. Names and some key facts have been changed to protect the identity of the family.
to the discovery that the child had been lead poisoned in her home.\textsuperscript{344} That home had previously passed a required housing inspection before the family could move in using their housing voucher. The pediatrician was very concerned because lead in a young child’s blood can have irreversible lifelong impacts, such as significant developmental delays and damage to brain development.\textsuperscript{345} The pediatrician knew that it was urgent that any lead in Mia’s home be remediated before she or her siblings were further exposed.

Although it was not within the pediatrician’s power to ensure the lead was remediated, she had a partner who could help—a legal team to whom she could refer the parent for legal representation. The work of that legal team will be discussed below to demonstrate the clients-to-policy approach.

1. Value of Legal Representation to Address the Health-Harming Legal Needs of Individuals from Marginalized Communities

Legal representation in areas of fundamental legal need is critical for many reasons. As discussed above, legal advocacy can enforce extant laws to address legal issues that serve as determinants of health in all of the areas of fundamental need identified by the ABA, including shelter, sustenance, access to healthcare, safety, and family stability.\textsuperscript{346} Studies of medical-legal partnerships show that such civil legal advocacy by attorneys has improved health outcomes for people with asthma.\textsuperscript{347}
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diabetes\textsuperscript{348} and mental health disorders,\textsuperscript{349} lowered hospitalization rates for children,\textsuperscript{350} led people to report improved general health and feeling more empowered,\textsuperscript{351} and helped to reduce stress.\textsuperscript{352} For example, according to a 2006 study jointly conducted by LegalHealth and St. Luke’s-Roosevelt Hospital, asthma patients who received legal interventions, such as advocacy to remediate poor housing conditions, experienced “significant improvements in the severity of their conditions, and fewer emergency room visits than patients who did not receive legal assistance.”\textsuperscript{353} Individual advocacy ensures that laws and policies that can protect
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the health of marginalized populations are actually being enforced.\footnote{354}{James S. Marks, Foreword: Making the Case for Health, in POVERTY, HEALTH AND LAW: READINGS AND CASES FOR MEDICAL-LEGAL PARTNERSHIP xvii (Elizabeth Tobin Tyler, Ellen Lawton, Kathleen Conroy, Megan Sandel & Barry Zuckerman eds., C. Acad. Press 2011); NAT’L CTR. FOR MED.-LEGAL P’SHP, Health Center-Based Medical-Legal Partnerships: Where They Are, How They Work, and How They Are Funded 7 (2018), https://medical-legalpartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Health-Center-based-Medical-Legal-Partnerships.pdf [https://perma.cc/9H9E-FFK3] (“These include legal clinics for patients to inform them of their legal rights and strategies to advocate for themselves, collaboration with state or local agencies to facilitate systems or process improvements to benefit patients, and state or local policy change to strengthen public health priorities for low-income and vulnerable populations.”).}

Discrimination can also have serious negative health consequences.\footnote{355}{Kathryn A. Sabbeth, Housing Defense as the New Gideon, 41 HARV. J.L. & GENDER 55, 107 (2018) (“Discrimination . . . results in physical, psychological, and intellectual harms. These include anxiety, depression, headaches, difficulty sleeping, and exacerbation of other ailments. Communities that experience stressors like discrimination disproportionately suffer from hypertension, diabetes, and heart failure.”).} Therefore, lawyers’ work to help individuals fight discrimination, such as discrimination in employment, housing, or education, can have positive health impacts. Being entangled in legal problems, especially without the support of counsel, can create more stress and negative health impacts for litigants.\footnote{356}{Larry H. Strasburger, The Litigant-Patient: Mental Health Consequences of Civil Litigation, 27 J. AM. ACAD. PSYCHIATRY L. 203 (1999) (finding that civil litigation often has “profound psychological consequences for plaintiffs and defendants”).}

Legal representation to enforce extant laws for marginalized individuals\footnote{357}{JENNIFER TROTT & MARSHA REGENSTEIN, NAT’L CTR. FOR MED.-LEGAL P’SHP, SCREENING FOR HEALTH-HARMING LEGAL NEEDS (2016), https://medical-legalpartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Screening-for-Health-Harming-Legal-Needs.pdf [http(s://perma.cc/ES6E-8CEP]); Cannon, supra note 18, at 218.} is urgent because their health and well-being require immediate action. Especially in a time of legislative inertia,\footnote{358}{Yael Cannon, The Kids Are Not Alright: Leveraging Existing Health Law to Attack the Opioid Crisis Upstream, 71 FLA. L. REV. 765, 769 (2019); CHANGELAB SOLUTIONS, supra note 63, at 2–3; see also Cannon, supra note 18, at 263.} “a client facing an immediate health crisis can seldom wait for systemic change.”\footnote{359}{Parmet et al., supra note 18, at 25.} The provision of legal assistance in a direct and quick manner has been shown to greatly improve the health of patients.\footnote{360}{Id. at 26; Medical-Legal Partnerships, CNTY. HEALTH RANKINGS & ROADMAPS (Jan. 25, 2019), https://www.countyhealthrankings.org/take-action-to-improve-health/what-works-for-health/policies/medical-legal-partnerships [https://perma.cc/S52Y-XNMS].} Furthermore, systemic advocacy, such as large-scale litigation or legislative advocacy—can require substantial financial and time investment, both of which are things that low-income
individuals lack.\textsuperscript{361} If we only focus health justice action on structural change, the present-day circumstances and immediate needs of individuals would go unmet, and preventable, imminent harm to health and well-being would go unmitigated.\textsuperscript{362} Along with fights for structural reform, lawyers can and should also work to address the immediate health-harming legal needs of individuals.

Attorneys are especially important when there is an imbalance of power. In landlord-tenant disputes and many other legal proceedings that impact low-income people, when “there is an imbalance of power between the parties . . . there may be no good substitute for representation.”\textsuperscript{363} For example, even if housing court proceedings were simplified to facilitate access for the pro se tenant, the tenant would still be at a disadvantage as long as the landlord was represented, and especially as long as the landlord and his attorney were “repeat players” who knew the judge and justice system well.\textsuperscript{364} Given that some “[j]udges in housing courts have long allowed landlords to obtain judgments without showing any admissible evidence and silenced tenants who have attempted to articulate arguments in their own defense,”\textsuperscript{365} attorneys can have a critical impact in such situations when the other party is represented to ensure the fairness and accuracy of such proceedings,\textsuperscript{366} with important health and health equity impacts.

Direct representation of individuals also helps to more broadly hold accountable systems and actors with power, such as landlords who house low-income people, government agencies, and corporations that employ low-wage workers. Attorneys can “vindicate important public values through private enforcement”\textsuperscript{367} and deter
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behavior that laws are intended to prevent.\textsuperscript{368} Specifically, knowing that a low-income litigant will have representation can deter a bad actor from harmful behavior or from bringing a frivolous suit in the first place, especially as litigation will often be lengthier and costlier when both sides are represented.\textsuperscript{369} For example, if eviction courts were flooded with tenant lawyers, landlords might abstain from filing frivolous cases,\textsuperscript{370} and landlord attorneys would be less successful at forcing tenants into signing “unfavorable and informal settlement[s].”\textsuperscript{371} Similarly, judges might be held accountable and be more likely to follow the law or apply it accurately to the facts of each distinct case.\textsuperscript{372} The cost of lawyers could potentially create incentives for adoption of more fundamental “solutions to the underlying social problems,”\textsuperscript{373} which could help to eliminate health inequities caused by health-harming legal needs.

Individual lawyering is also critical to developing the law in the direction of health justice.\textsuperscript{374} The law may fail to develop, or to develop favorably, if low-income litigants do not have counsel.\textsuperscript{375} As access to justice and housing law scholar Kathryn Sabbeth argues, “[m]any nooks and crannies of poverty law have not been litigated precisely because of the under-availability of lawyers representing the side of the poor.”\textsuperscript{376} Litigation is often necessary in a precedent-based system to build out the law, and “neglect of a category of
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\item \textsuperscript{375} Colleen F. Shanahan, Anna E. Carpenter & Alyx Mark, Can a Little Representation Be a Dangerous Thing?, 67 HASTINGS L.J. 1367, 1376–77 (2016) (describing how law reform activities that may atrophy without representation).
\item \textsuperscript{376} Sabbeth, supra note 40, at 302.
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cases results in the underdevelopment and distortion of law.”

However, advocacy within a legal case can have consequences that ripple out beyond that individual client. Once an attorney begins work on a case, she may identify opportunities to influence precedent, opportunities that may be hard to spot before the attorney is deep into her work untangling what turns out to be a more complex issue.378

If cases seem simple “because lawyers have not handled them frequently enough to develop a complex body of case law,” and then those issues are deemed “unworthy of appointment of counsel because of the lack of complexity, the underdevelopment of law on behalf of the poor recreates itself in an unfortunate feedback loop.”379 For example, while tenants may be awarded monetary damages for landlords’ violation of the warranty of habitability, courts “have historically awarded relatively little compensation for such violations.”380 Advocacy by skilled lawyers could help judges understand the impact on health and the harms that tenants living in poor housing conditions experience, and “[w]e can only imagine how the law and court culture might look if both parties had enjoyed decades of equality of representation.”381 It would contradict the values of health justice “if the law evolves in response to some individuals’ experiences and not others—particularly where such outcomes are largely driven by inequality of income and access.”382

Systematic, widespread representation could make significant differences in how civil courts and bureaucracies that serve low-income people function. Where access to counsel is robust, such as in the growing number of jurisdictions where there is a right to counsel in eviction proceedings, legal systems may start to operate differently, leading to more accountability and the possibility of more structural change. With lawyers, enough individuals might

378. Sabbeth, supra note 40, at 302.
379. Id.
380. Sabbeth, supra note 315, at 135–36 (“Because poor people are particularly likely to experience substandard housing and particularly unlikely to hire counsel, the problems of substandard housing receive little legal analysis. Private lawyers do not devote time and attention to raising, researching, or advocating for applicability of the laws enforcing tenants’ right to safe housing. They do not press judges to refine the doctrine with respect to these legal violations and the specific harms that flow from them. They do not appeal to higher courts and therefore miss out on opportunities to strengthen existing doctrine and create precedent.”).
381. Id. at 136.
382. Shanahan et al., supra note 375, at 1376.
be able to exercise their rights in a way that could “crash” fundamentally unfair systems.\footnote{Matthew P. Main, \textit{Making Change Together: The Multi-Pronged, Systems Theory Approach to Law and Organizing That Fueled a Housing Justice Movement for Three-Quarter House Tenants in New York City}, 27 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. \\& POL’Y 31, 79 (2019) (quoting Michelle Alexander, \textit{Go to Trial: Crash the Justice System}, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 10, 2012), \url{https://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/11/opinion/sunday/go-to-trial-crash-the-justice-system.html} \[https://perma.cc/8JXJ-BKKK\]).} In the housing context, for instance, “[i]f every low-income person in every jurisdiction truly understood her legal rights when it comes to the landlord-tenant relationship, and if all of them made educated decisions about whether or not to exercise those rights in the court, the civil legal system as it exists today could utterly collapse.”\footnote{Katherine S. Wallat, \textit{Reconceptualizing Access to Justice}, 103 MARQ. L. REV. 581, 612, n.239 (2019) (quoting Rebecca L. Sandefur, \textit{Access to What?}, 148 DAEDALUS 49, 53 n. 239 (2019), \url{https://doi.org/10.1162/daed_a_00534} \[https://perma.cc/9HHY-4RYS\] (“Practically speaking, it would be impossible for the nation’s existing courts, administrative agencies, and other forums that resolve disputes to process the estimated more than one hundred million justice problems that Americans experience every year.”).} And having lawyers systematically representing people, rather than randomly helping the lucky litigants who happen to find a pro bono project or law school clinic, can help create a “cohesive delivery system” that would be easier for litigants to navigate than today’s “complex, fragmented, and overlapping delivery system.”\footnote{Latonia Haney Keith, \textit{Poverty, the Great Unequalizer: Improving the Delivery System for Civil Legal Aid}, 66 CATH. U. L. REV. 55, 57, 96, 98 (2016).} 

Finally, individual level advocacy is powerful because it allows lawyers to build trust with their clients and helps clients understand, assert, and enforce their own rights. Lawyers can arm clients with tools they can use in self-advocacy in the long-term if lawyers “educate clients about ways to advocate on their own behalf with administrative agencies, employers, and in private disputes (such as with landlords) before a problem escalates into a crisis.”\footnote{Lawton et al., \textit{supra} note 351, at 83.} If lawyers can help clients elevate their own power to advocate with efficacy, clients can play a role in enforcement of extant laws outside of, after, and beyond the attorney-client relationship and in ways that could have ripple effects in their families and communities if they have the tools to help others elevate their own power as well.\footnote{Samantha Morton, \textit{Legal Information and Rights Education as an Element of Care: A Promising Health Justice Strategy}, HEALTH AFFS. (June 7, 2021), \url{https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hblog20210603.174251/full} \[https://perma.cc/P468-VCKD\]; Cannon, \textit{supra} note 24, at 566–67.}
In Mia’s case, her pediatrician referred her family through a medical-legal partnership to the Georgetown University Health Justice Alliance Law Clinic. The law students and attorneys representing the child’s mother were able to address her health-harming legal needs to get the lead remediated in the home and ensure that the family had safe housing.388 The legal team also brought to the attention of officials concerns with the housing inspection that failed to identify lead risks, in order to hold systems accountable and ensure better fidelity to policies on the books to prevent other families with housing vouchers from experiencing lead exposure.

They also identified other adjacent needs that went beyond shelter. Mia’s Medicaid had been terminated, which would serve as a barrier to her receiving necessary treatment for the impacts of her lead exposure. The legal team advocated with the Medicaid agency to reinstate her Medicaid coverage, and she began receiving the behavioral health treatment she required.389

Mia was also struggling in school due to the developmental delays she experienced as a result of her lead poisoning. The legal team advocated to enforce special education law to ensure that Mia had the services and accommodations she required to make meaningful academic progress.390

Recognizing that a health justice approach requires not only legal fixes, but the elevation of the power of affected individuals to assert their own rights,391 the legal team helped Mia’s mother understand her legal rights in the areas of housing, Medicaid, and special education law.392 Throughout the case, the legal team gave Mia’s mother opportunities to detail the violations she experienced and use her own words to advocate for the remedies to which she was entitled, with support from the legal team in understanding how to advocate most persuasively to protect her rights. They provided her with tools to assert her own rights in these systems after the conclusion of the representation, educating her on how to document and make a record of violations, who to contact for assistance, and how to enforce her rights if various issues arose.

388. See Cannon, supra note 344 (describing medical-legal partnerships to address the needs of a lead poisoned child and her family).
389. Id.
390. Id.
391. Harris & Pamukcu, supra note 34, at 806–11; Cannon, supra note 24, at 565.
392. Cannon, supra note 344.
In Mia’s case, legal advocacy served to address health-harming legal needs in the fundamental areas of shelter, access to healthcare, and sustenance, leveraging extant laws in furtherance of health justice and holding agencies accountable to the fullest extent of the law. The legal team’s education of Mia’s mother helped to equip her to protect her own rights, which not only gave her stewardship over her legal case, but promoted her own power to advocate, hold systems accountable, and prevent future legal issues.


Attorneys can have a multitiered impact, advancing health justice through individual legal advocacy and law and policy reform. Lawyers can use a “clients-to-policy” strategy modeled after the medical-legal partnership “patients-to-policy” approach in order to use their individual legal representation as a platform for engaging in advocacy for structural change to achieve health justice. Medical-legal partnership (“MLP”) is a health care delivery model that incorporates lawyers into health care settings to address health-harming social needs with civil law remedies.393 Lawyers within MLPs have embraced a “patients-to-policy” approach, using their unique positionality in representing clients who have health-harming legal needs to determine the gaps prevalent within laws and policies, propose remedies, and engage in law and policy reform advocacy to bridge these gaps.394 This approach involves the provision by lawyers of “direct assistance to vulnerable, individual patients and families . . . identifying ineffective policies that have unintended health consequences . . . [and] then design[ing] and
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393. Elizabeth Tobin Tyler & Joel B. Teitelbaum, Medical-Legal Partnership: A Powerful Tool for Public Health and Health Justice, 134 PUB. HEALTH REP. 201, 201 (2019); see also Dayna Bowen Matthews, Medical-Legal Partnerships and Mental Health: Qualitative Evidence That Integrating Legal Services and Health Care Improves Family Well-Being, 17 HOUS. J. HEALTH L. & POL’Y 343, 344–45 (2017).

advocat[ing] for policy solutions to avoid negative health impacts, thus enabling the MLP intervention to improve the lives of many more vulnerable people."³⁹⁵

As demonstrated in the graphic below, MLPs use a patients-to-policy approach to address health-harming legal needs to improve individual health while creating long-lasting systemic change to improve population health and health equity.³⁹⁶

**Figure 2: MLP Core Components³⁹⁷**

As depicted in the graphic above, at the core of the MLP approach is the impact of individual patient-level advocacy in both transforming health and legal institutions through a new model of holistic, collaborative, inter-disciplinary approaches and creating long-lasting, sustainable change for marginalized populations at large.³⁹⁸ This approach is possible because, through advocacy on
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³⁹⁵. *Strategies for Policy Change*, supra note 394, at 583.
³⁹⁶. See Parmet et al., supra note 317, at 27. See generally *Patients to Policy*, supra note 394.
³⁹⁷. Lawton et al., supra note 351, at 74.
behalf of clients, attorneys “have a front row view of how institutional policies, laws, and regulations affect individuals and families.”399 By enforcing legal rights for individual patients while also identifying systemic issues at the community level, MLPs simultaneously provide immediate aid and help ascertain areas toward which policymakers should target longer-term, systemic solutions.400 This linking of patients to policy401 positions MLP lawyers to pursue structural changes aimed at promoting health justice.

Well beyond the MLP context, lawyers representing low-income litigants in civil proceedings that implicate health can use a “clients-to-policy” approach similar to the “patients-to-policy” practice employed by many MLP attorneys. Lawyers can use their experiences working with and on behalf of clients to identify the need and advocate for legislative and policy reforms that advance health justice.

Deborah Archer similarly argues that attorneys should use “political lawyering” as a means of advocacy on behalf of marginalized communities,402 which she describes as employing “a systemic reform lens in case selection, advocacy strategy, and lawyering process, with a focus on legal work done in service to both individual and collective goals.”403 She advocates for “the transformational potential of integrated advocacy—strategic litigation, community organizing, direct action, [and] media strategies” to create social change.404 Archer posits that the Civil Rights Movement’s “blended advocacy” exemplifies such political lawyering:

Visionary leaders helped give voice to the frustrations and demands of the community, while other leaders acted as tacticians to devise, plan, and coordinate the strategy. There were sustained and strategic protests to draw public attention to injustices, demand change, and

399. See Strategies for Policy Change, supra note 394, at 585; Transforming Primary Care, supra note 394, at 1697–98. See generally Patients to Policy, supra note 394.
401. Elizabeth Tobin Tyler, Medical-Legal Partnership in Primary Care: Moving Upstream in the Clinic, 13 AM. J. LIFESTYLE MED. 282, 285 (2019).
403. Id. at 401–02.
404. Id. at 402.
apply political pressure. The strategic use of litigation led gradually
to the establishment of the building blocks for systemic change. Fi-
ally, civil rights lawyers worked to enshrine litigation victories in
legislation.\footnote{Id. at 412 n. 65 (citing Voting Rights Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-110, 79 Stat. 437

Similarly, to pursue health justice, attorneys who represent indi-
viduals from marginalized communities can employ a clients-to-
policy approach that embraces the integrated advocacy strategies
championed by the MLP movement and by Archer to improve indi-
vidual health and advance more collective, structural reforms in
pursuit of health equity.

\textbf{a. Lawyers Can Identify Gaps, Patterns, and Problems with the Law}

Unfortunately, “institutional and structural discrimination re-
main embedded in housing patterns”\footnote{Ortiz, supra note 123, at 179.} and other areas of funda-
mental human need in the United States. Lawyers can help call
attention to structural racism, health disparities, and problems
within the law that drive inequities. Lawyers are well-positioned
to make such connections, given that legal issues facing low-in-
come people are often the result of broader socioeconomic inequi-
ties necessitating structural reform: “the imposition of costs draws
attention to otherwise neglected social problems . . . [for example,] failures to comply with property law, such as to pay rent due, re-
fect a broader set of political and economic circumstances, includ-
ing the growing gap between wages and housing expenses.”\footnote{Sabbeth, supra note 40, at 291.}

In addition to providing the valuable service of “ensur[ing] that
existing laws and policies are being fully applied to those in great
need,”\footnote{Marks, supra note 354, at xvii.} individual client-level advocacy gives lawyers an oppor-
tunity to advance systemic change by spotting patterns of dispari-
ties and gaps and problems with the law that can be addressed
through systemic reform efforts.\footnote{Strategies for Policy Change, supra note 394, at 597 (highlighting various examples from MLP network on external systems change).} While lawyers identify and ad-
dress legal problems in the moment, they can identify patterns of
problems in the functionality and operationalization of the law, and see opportunities for structural change through law and policy

\footnote{Id. at 412 n. 65 (citing Voting Rights Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-110, 79 Stat. 437
reform and impact litigation that can result in prevention of legal issues and health disparities.\footnote{410}

The process of litigating individual cases itself can unravel these patterns.\footnote{411} For instance, lawyers representing individuals in housing matters can recognize a common theme or pattern that ties these cases together, and in turn, advocate for stronger regulations or changes in the law.\footnote{412} MLP lawyers have utilized the patterns they identify on an individual level to advance policy change implicating a wide range of laws, policies, and systems that were harming the health of marginalized individuals and driving health disparities.\footnote{413}

In Mia’s case, her legal team identified gaps and problems with the law from her individual case,\footnote{414} which squared with patterns they had learned about through advocacy by other legal services organizations.\footnote{415} For example, the team came to recognize that
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410. Ellen Cohen, Danya Fortress Fullerton, Randye Retkin, Dana Weintraub, Pamela Tames, Julie Brandfield & Megan Sandel, \textit{Medical-Legal Partnership: Collaborating with Lawyers to Identify and Address Health Disparities}, 25 J. GEN. INTERNAL MED. 136, 136 (2010); \textit{see also} Barry Zuckerman, \textit{Why Pediatricians Need Lawyers to Keep Children Healthy}, 114 PEDIATRICS 224 (2004); Lawton et al., \textit{supra} note 351, at 76; Williamson et al., \textit{supra} note 398, at 7 (“These include legal clinics for patients to inform them of their legal rights and strategies to advocate for themselves, collaboration with state or local agencies to facilitate systems or process improvements to benefit patients, and state or local policy change to strengthen public health priorities for low-income and vulnerable populations.”).
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lead laws in D.C. are more reactive than preventive; they largely require interventions by D.C. agencies after a child has elevated blood lead levels and only when those levels reach heights well beyond the CDC and Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) guidelines for lead exposure. And inspections of rental units prior to tenancy, an important preventive measure available for tenants with housing vouchers, is falling short of preventing lead exposure to children because the inspections include only a visual component that looks for peeling paint as a lead paint hazard, rather than a field-based swipe test that would show whether there is lead dust in the unit that is not visually detectable.\footnote{Id.}

b. Lawyers Can Surface and Promote the Experiences and Voices of Marginalized Individuals

Direct legal representation can draw attention to underlying issues in need of systemic change and create an agenda for policy and legislative change. In other words, “[t]he causal arrow could go both ways: the rise in homelessness in gentrifying cities has created pressure to appoint housing defense lawyers; the work of housing lawyers and the expense of supplying them could also draw attention back to the social phenomena that make [affordable] housing difficult to maintain.”\footnote{Sabbeth, supra note 40, at 292.} In the criminal context, lawyers have seen successes from efforts to decriminalize certain conduct and to engage in criminal justice reform outside of the courtroom.\footnote{Id.} Enough civil lawyers, working together, could do the same if they identified and called attention to the need for broader reforms. For example, “if a perception develops that there are too many eviction cases and eviction defense is expensive, this might put pressure on governments to improve substantive housing laws to promote affordable housing.”\footnote{Id.} While advocacy for law and policy reform can be time- and resource-intensive for lawyers already stretched thin working to meet the high demand for civil legal assistance, lawyers can maximize their impact and streamline their
resources through collaborations with grassroots and policy organizations and professionals from other disciplines who may have shared interests in justice, such as physicians serving low-income communities. Ultimately, successful law and policy reforms can often reduce or obviate the need for individual legal advocacy in the relevant area of law, allowing for those resources to be diverted elsewhere.

A clients-to-policy approach also helps to create an evidence base of patient stories and data that can be used to justify and support the need to invest in equitable policies, laws, and systemic changes. In fact, the accumulation of legal interventions on behalf of individuals effectively serves as evidence of policy failure and “can [accordingly] contribute to the impetus for institutional policy change to address social determinants of health. Such an approach offers important opportunities . . . to ameliorate health inequalities.”

Lawyers can also collaborate with their clients, community organizers, and grassroots coalitions to promote the experiences and voices of marginalized individuals in their structural reform advocacy. The close, client-centered focus of individual advocacy allows lawyers to amplify the lived experiences of their clients and provide them with both a stake and voice in the policy advocacy process. A clients-to-policy approach that centers the leadership of affected individuals and communities will most powerfully embrace the goal of anti-subordination and ultimately be most effective at advancing health justice.

Lawyers can adopt practices of “rebellious lawyering,” an approach developed by legal scholar Gerald Lopez in which lawyers view their clients not as subordinate groups, but as co-eminent problem solvers whom they can work with and not for. Lawyers collaborate with their clients and truly consider what their clients

421. See Strategies for Policy Change, supra note 394, at 585; Transforming Primary Care, supra note 394; see also Patients to Policy, supra note 394.
422. Genn, supra note 346, at 179.
423. See Parmet et al., supra note 317, at 26; Williamson, et al., supra note 398, at 7 (“These include legal clinics for patients to inform them of their legal rights and strategies to advocate for themselves, collaboration with state or local agencies to facilitate systems or process improvements to benefit patients, and state or local policy change to strengthen public health priorities for low-income and vulnerable populations.”).
are bringing to the interactions in terms of “experience, know-how, and strategic sense.”425 The clients-to-policy approach should similarly embrace “movement lawyering,” giving lawyers a platform for viewing and engaging clients as individuals and as a group that can contribute positively to social justice movements426 and community members as partners with whom lawyers can share leadership, knowledge, control, power, and decision-making.427

Interventions aimed at structural reforms that advance health justice should engage community members in developing their own strategies to address poor health in their communities,428 which can ultimately reduce social inequity and improve community health.429 When lawyers fail to consult with and engage impacted individuals and organizers in advocacy for structural change,430 they can reinforce power inequality among racial and socio-economic groups.431 Ultimately, organizing and elevating the voices of community members will be more effective at dismantling institutionalized racism and poverty than traditional lawyering approaches.432 Using rebellious and movement lawyering practices to advance a clients-to-policy approach helps promote the voices, lived experiences, goals, and leadership of the clients and communities who have experienced health disparities and deserve health justice.

It is worth noting that lawyers who receive federal funding through the Legal Services Corporation (“LSC”) are prohibited by federal regulations from engaging in lobbying, political advocacy or organization, or class action litigation.433 These restrictions have
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been critiqued by access to justice scholars as depriving “federally funded attorneys of their most effective methods of law reform and to prevent representation of poor and unpopular clients who most need help.” Even with those restrictions though, LSC grantees are permitted to provide information about proposed government actions, such as how a proposed law or rule would work and the effects it would have, and about the clients they serve, and the needs of those clients, and their work, so long as they are not expressing a position about what the government should do. For example, attorneys at Iowa Legal Aid have been using a clients-to-policy approach by collecting, analyzing, and surfacing data and client stories about evictions to support eviction prevention and tenant protection reforms.

In Mia’s case, the legal team used a clients-to-policy approach to advocate for important structural reform of D.C.’s residential lead laws. The legal team, and their medical partners, testified before the D.C. Council in support of a bill that would require all landlords renting property built before 1978, the year in which lead paint was banned, to provide a clearance report showing that lead dust swipe testing was completed and the property is safe. It would also strengthen remediation steps, such as requiring certain repairs and providing funding to offset repair expenses for landlords so as not to diminish the supply of affordable housing. They testified about the problems and gaps in current law that they saw through their casework and the ways in which the new law would fill those gaps.

434. Rhode, supra note 312, at 881.
438. McCoy, supra note 416.
Importantly, Mia’s legal team also engaged her mother, their client, in this law reform advocacy. Mia’s mother was intent on playing a role to ensure that no other children experienced what her daughter did. She wanted to get involved in advocacy to get this legislation passed. The legal team helped Mia’s mother understand the legislative process, the power of her story, and the components of the legislation so she could decide which solutions she wanted to propose and prepared her to testify in the hearing. For the first time in her life, Mia’s mother walked into the D.C. Council building, where she joined other parents in advocating for the solutions she wanted to see in her own community.

c. Individual Legal Representation Is Critical to the Implementation of Structural Change

Once structural changes such as law and policy reforms are attained, implementation and enforcement by lawyers are necessary to ensure that those changes have meaning and impact. To be successful, a clients-to-policy approach needs to be paired with ongoing direct representation so that the work continues with clients to assure any new laws or policies on the books are carried out in the lives of marginalized individuals and communities in furtherance of health justice.

Major structural changes in housing law during the pandemic provide a case study of how lawyers are needed to ensure significant reforms are actually implemented. For example, although there was a major change in federal, state, and local housing policies through a national moratorium on some evictions for a period of time and many state and local jurisdictions temporarily paused evictions, coverage under those moratoria were sometimes hard to decipher or aver. For example, there was “no easy way for tenants to check whether” their landlord relied on any federal funding and therefore was covered by the CARES Act moratorium. And


many landlords ignored those reforms, either by threatening to evict or engaging in constructive evictions,\textsuperscript{441} which forced some tenants, unaware of their rights, to leave their units, or by actually illegally evicting tenants.

The National Housing Law Project surveyed legal services organizations in the summer of 2020 and found that illegal evictions and lockouts by landlords were rampant.\textsuperscript{442} Over 90% of the attorneys that responded to the survey reported “illegal evictions in their area.”\textsuperscript{443} The attorneys described landlord tactics such as illegal lockout and intimidation via cutting off utilities and refusing repairs, falsely asserting that properties were not covered by moratoria, and other strategies.\textsuperscript{444} Maria Lopez Nuñez, an organizer with the Ironbound Community Corporation in New Jersey, described “landlords who turn off the water” in an effort to make tenants leave, and “landlords who are calling their tenants every single day and demanding that they be paid, putting enormous psychological stress on people.”\textsuperscript{445}

In Houston, where less than 4% of renters facing eviction have legal representation, a reporter observed about 100 eviction cases during the CDC eviction moratorium, and just one tenant successfully used that moratorium to block eviction.\textsuperscript{446} This means that 99% of renters either did not know how to comply with the moratorium or were unaware of the order completely, and judges were not likely to bring it up.\textsuperscript{447} Observations by other scholars suggest Houston is not the only jurisdiction that failed to aid litigants in these courtroom situations. Across their observations, Anna E. Carpenter and coauthors found that judges use legal jargon and process control that maintains legal complexity in their courtrooms, rather than providing an information-serving function.\textsuperscript{448}
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Another example of the need for legal representation to ensure implementation in the wake of significant policy change involves the disbursement of the emergency rental assistance money that was allocated to respond to COVID-19. While Congress allocated a total of about forty-six billion dollars in emergency rental assistance, there have been significant roadblocks to effective access and use of these funds. These barriers include administrative hurdles, lack of knowledge about the programs, resource constraints, and political pushback. Such challenges to the implementation of this new program have led advocates to call for legal representation to be paired with the provision of rental assistance and other eviction prevention measures to ensure that laws and policies are implemented and enforced as intended.

Hopefully, the legislation for which the legal team and Mia’s mother advocated in the wake of her lead exposure will pass. If that happens, the Health Justice Alliance Law Clinic and other attorneys in the city will work to ensure that the prevention and accountability measures in the bill are implemented as intended. In the meantime, a bill did pass lowering the blood levels that trigger intervention by D.C. agencies and landlords to the levels recommended by the CDC and lowering paint lead levels to those recommended by the EPA, and more children will now get the benefits of existing interventions following lead exposure. Attorneys who litigate housing conditions cases in D.C. will need to remain vigilant following this important legislative reform to ensure that implementation and enforcement happens as intended.

CONCLUSION

Much of the health justice literature has focused on the values that should drive health justice and the structures that need to be dismantled to promote health equity. This Article adds to the health justice scholarship by providing a lens through which civil
legal needs can be understood as social determinants that harm health and as drivers of health inequities. It supports the urgent need for legal representation for those impacted by such health injustice. It also contemplates the operationalization of these ideas through important roles for attorneys serving individuals subordinated by virtue of poverty and race, whether they are legal services attorneys, pro bono attorneys, solo practitioners, small firms providing low bono services or representation by court appointment, or law school clinics. The Article also echoes the call to action of Attorney General Garland for the legal community to prevent evictions and issues a call for lawyers to address health-harming legal issues in all of the areas of fundamental human need identified by the ABA as necessitating counsel. All of the SDOH domains included in Healthy People 2030—housing, economic stability, educational access and quality, social and community context, and access to quality health care—implicate legal issues in the ABA’s fundamental human needs paradigm. Health justice necessitates shelter, sustenance, safety, access to health care, and family stability and preservation, and legal needs in all of these areas are especially urgent in light of the impacts and inequities of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Efforts by the ABA, LSC, the National Coalition for a Civil Right to Counsel, and other national organizations, as well as legislation introduced in Congress, state legislatures, and local legislatures to promote access to counsel in fundamental areas of civil legal need are critical not only to access to justice, but to health justice, and can benefit from a health and health equity lens to support their importance.

While the health justice scholarship often emphasizes law and policy reform, lawyers play an important role through enforcement of extant laws to address the immediate and urgent needs of low-income clients—especially those who are also people of color facing a compounding burden of poverty and racism. Although large-scale reforms are the best way to address root causes of inequality and improve the health of populations, in the near term, individuals need help vindicating the rights they already have.

Legal representation is not only important because it helps people while the health justice movement works towards more collective, revolutionary, structural change that can take a long time. Instead, legal representation itself should be viewed as a part of that revolution, as it is critical to the identification of problems
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with law that necessitate reform and to the development of thoughtful, effective solutions informed by firsthand knowledge of the impacts of law on the ground and by the experiences and voices of affected individuals and communities.

There may appear to be a complex tension between pursuing large-scale structural reforms and focusing on enforcement of extant laws in the pursuit of health justice. But the relationship between individual legal representation and law reform is cyclical and mutually reinforcing. Individual legal representation can serve as the genesis of law reform, where lawyers discover the need for change, have the data, stories, and information to support that need, can use lessons from their casework to shape aspirations for structural change through law reform, and can elevate the power of their clients and affected communities to drive the health justice agenda. At the same time, structural reforms are only effective if they are enforced and implemented properly—even the best-written law will not help anyone if there is no one to enforce it. The COVID-19 pandemic has only underscored the need for such an integrated, multitiered approach; “because emergencies typically exacerbate long-standing and interconnected crises in socioeconomically disadvantaged communities, legal and policy responses must address root problems in addition to immediate needs.”

That dual-track approach to health justice also has lessons for the role of healthcare in facilitating health justice. Scholars have advocated powerfully for the need for “just medicine,” including equity in the delivery of healthcare that can be shaped through law, policy, and systems transformation. What is the role of health care and the field of medicine in addressing law and policy in other domains of SDOH, such as those explored in this Article, outside of the walls of a doctor’s office?

The health justice framework could benefit from additional contemplation of the role of providers and healthcare systems in systematically addressing “the many upstream factors that contribute to illness and poor health care outcomes.” In light of the growing
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recognition that systemic issues cause adverse health impacts. For example, on an individual patient level, physicians can work towards equity within the medical care they provide by incorporating a patient’s social context into a diagnosis, understanding the role of law in the health of patients from marginalized communities, referring them to partners for community health and legal services, and collaborating with multidisciplinary partners to address health-harming legal needs. However, “giving every community an equitable chance at being healthy means looking beyond medical care alone.” At the same time, physicians can serve as advocates for “population health” and use their experience serving individual patients to work towards broader health equity to address the social determinants and structural deficiencies that drive chronic illness and inequities in communities.

Health justice requires examination of the role of multiple disciplines in leveraging law and policy in the direction of health equity. This Article seeks to advance the conversation about both the fundamental legal needs that must be addressed to achieve health justice and the position of lawyers, who must play a critical role in the enforcement of extant laws and the development and pursuit of law reforms that implicate health justice. Ultimately, professionals
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across disciplines must go beyond their silos to contemplate collaborative approaches not only with each other, but with the individuals and communities whose inequities health justice seeks to redress at the center.